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April 11, 2022 
 

8:00 am-8:15 am   Welcome  
 

SHRM NM State Council Director James Stevens, SHRM-CP, and State Council Director-Elect Brandon Writtenberry 
welcome you to the 2022 State Conference! 
 

8:15 am-9:15 am      Keynote Presentation 
 

How to Create More "Wisdom@Work"  (Chip Conley | Founder |  Modern Elder Academy & Joie de Vivre Hospitality | 

Former Airbnb Head of Global Hospitality and Strategy) 
 

At 52, Chip Conley had a transformative moment when he found himself the oldest guy in the room, amongst the brilliant 
young minds at the start-up that was Airbnb. He thought he’d just do a bit of mentoring to the co-founders but ended up 
joining the team who named him their “modern elder.” Chip will share his personal journey as a “mentern” to Airbnb CEO 
Brian Chesky and how, at twice the age of the average employee, he witnessed first-hand the immense value of 
intergenerational collaboration at an organization that is now the most valuable hospitality company in the world.  
 

With five generations in the workplace for the first time in history, the companies that will thrive in the future are those 
that value age diversity on their teams and encourage older workers to stay in the workplace longer. Chip will share his 
framework — that can be implemented into your company culture immediately — and why Midlife Wisdom Schools are 
needed to change the way we view aging and wisdom in society. Chip’s Modern Elder Academy will open two campuses 
in New Mexico in 2023 and 2024. 
 

9:30 am-10:30 am     Breakout Sessions 
 

How To Become An Effective Workplace Negotiator (George Russo | Director, Southern Regional Office | Employers 
Council) 
 

This presentation teaches participants how to strategically and emotionally prepare for and conduct workplace 
negotiations. It will discuss the many ways negotiation can come up in the workplace including hiring, terminations, 
internal communications, and of course lawsuits. It will present information on how to prepare for and engage in effective 
negotiations that are more likely to result in a positive outcome. Participants will walk away with tips to be more 
successful in negotiation and an appreciation of how frequent negotiations occur in the workplace. 
 

Rejuvenate HR: Preparing For What’s Next (Dr. Denise Montoya, SHRM-SCP, SPHR | Associate Vice President for 
Finance, Administration, & Government Relations Company | New Mexico Highlands University and Dr. Veena 
Parboteeah | Dean of the Business, Media and Technology School | New Mexico Highlands University) 
 

The pandemic has disrupted how organizations operate, creating an uncertain, complex, and ambiguous work 
environment. Employees had to reinvent themselves to adapt through the use of technology. Processes had to be 
transformed from a paper-based format to a digital one overnight. Training needs had to be provided on the fly. The end 
result has been more efficient processes, a more innovative and agile workplace, and a learning culture, with more focus 
on employees’ mental health. We explore this change in the context of a small, regional  educational institution. 
 

Moving Beyond The Great Resignation (Don Rheem | CEO | E3 Solutions) 
 

Nationwide, organizations are dropping stale management practices as they prepare for the future of work NOW. Leaders 
are leaving behind a hierarchical approach for a relational one that creates a culture where employees actually look 
forward to work.   
 

Don Rheem, author of Thrive by Design: The Neuroscience That Drives High-Performance Cultures (Forbes |Books) and 
CEO of E3 Solutions, will share the science-based strategies that are proven to increase employee retention and 
engagement. If you want to learn the hardwired drivers of employee behavior and how to harness those forces to better 
your culture, don’t miss this groundbreaking presentation. 
 
Going All In: Creating A Diverse & Inclusive Workplace (Laureen Sweeney | Vice President | Rise Up For You) 
 

In this training, we discuss best practices for developing inclusion, the differences between inclusion and diversity as it 
currently stands in the workplace, and effective strategies to grow your company through an inclusive mindset and multi-
faceted approach. 
 



 
 
10:30-11:00  Sponsor Visits, Silent Auction, Headshots 
 
11:15– 12:15    Breakout Sessions  
 
HR Lessons From The COVID-19 Pandemic (Andrea Robeda | Partner | YLAW) 
 

The pandemic challenged employers and their HR teams and dramatically altered every aspect of how employees work. 
HR professionals have seen an unprecedented increase in accommodation requests, leave requests, and retaliation 
complaints.  This session will focus on how these three specific workplace issues were directly impacted by the pandemic 
and the lessons HR professionals can learn from the same.    
 

Personality Match or Culture Clash (Linda Strauss, SHRM-SCP, SPHR | HR Consultant & Trainer | Strauss Human 
Resources Consulting) 
 

Every organization has its own unique culture; a personality made up of the traits of all who work there, how they work 
and interact, and the norms of the organization.  What is your organization’s culture? Employees and candidates will 
love it or leave it. You can leverage it.  
 

Attendees will be guided through an exercise exploring over 50 workplace characteristics. After this presentation, 
participants will be able to clearly define and describe their organization’s culture, use that clarity to attract and hire the 
right-fit candidates and coach employees who clash, and work within their organization to strengthen what works and 
address what doesn’t.  
 

Is Your Candidate Experience A Crapshoot? Let’s Fix It  (Tim Hawk | Vice President of Talent Strategy | NAS 
Recruitment Innovation) 
 

In this presentation about best practices in candidate engagement, experience and communications, the importance of 
career site data, employment branding, DEI&B as well as agility will be addressed as related to your application processes. 
Suggestions for immediate and easy improvements for improving every step of the process will be shared with the 
audience. 
 

Facilitating Inclusive Dialogue in Your Diverse Organization (Bhakti Karkare | Founder | Third Loop Learning LLC) 
 

Today’s HR professional is expected to be the champion of organizational Diversity and Inclusion. While HR is at the 
forefront of this challenge, many new and even veteran HR professionals haven’t been trained to facilitate inclusive 
dialogue. To be able to initiate and sustain such conversations, HR professionals need a critical understanding of group 
dynamics and facilitation principles. This session will provide practical facilitation tools and techniques to apply during 
these crucial discussions. This will help them model inclusive language and build teams where people feel comfortable 
and empowered to share their views, while respecting the diversity of their fellow employees. Mastering these skills will 
ensure HR professionals are better equipped to carry forward an organization’s DEI strategy. 
 

12:15 pm-1:15 pm Lunch – Message from our SHRM Field Services Director, Art Gloria, MBA 
 
1:15 pm-2:15 pm Keynote Presentation 
 

Beyond Happiness (Jenn Lim,| Founder | Beyond Happiness | Cofounder, CEO & Chief Humanity Officer | 
Delivering Happiness) 
 

Drawn from the latest research and practices, Jenn Lim explains why the modern workplace needs to think beyond 
happiness in order to get tangible results. This keynote will inspire you to: 

• Get back to the core of who we are and live the purposeful life we want to lead at work. 
• Adapt to unknowns by applying purpose, values, and behaviors to navigate the future of work. 
• Create “people ecosystems” that cultivate happiness, embrace wholeness, and nurture new ways to be and feel 

more human at work. 
• Tend to your greenhouse as you grow the greenhouses around you, where others can grow and flourish. 
• Answer the crucial questions of our time: “What’s in it for me?” and “What’s in it for all?” 
• Authentically change the world by prioritizing purpose, profits, positivity and people (Spoiler alert: it starts with 

YOU). 

• Find greater purpose in your own life and career, and in return enable the people around you to do the same.  
 



 
 
2:15 pm-2:45 pm   Sponsor Visits, Silent Auction, & Headshots 
 

2:45 pm-3:45 pm__Breakout Sessions 
 

Innovative Talk About Wage & Hour Laws (Melissa J. Ackie | Associate | Littler Mendelson and Charlotte Lamont | 
Shareholder | Littler) 
 

This session will provide a general overview of New Mexico’s wage and hour laws, with a specific focus on the escalating 
number of cases being filed as a result of the state’s unique minimum wage laws. We will cover the potential pitfalls 
regarding alternative forms of payment to employees, how the oil and gas industry is being affected, and steps for 
armoring your company to avoid or mitigate litigation risks. 
 

They Did What? Managing the Gray Area of Workplace Behavior (Cornelia Gamlem | President, Gems Group LLC)                                                       
 

Employee behavior is unpredictable as this innovative and interactive presentation will demonstrate. Using real examples, 
the session explores the essentials of creative decision-making and the necessary basics on which this process is built. It 
begins with the foundation of a positive workplace culture that incorporates a code of conduct and preventive measures 
along with solid and reliable sources to turn to for advice. You won’t leave without participating in some lively discussions 
about those “thought-you-heard-it-all” disruptive situations and how creative HR leaders manage those gray areas of 
employee misbehavior  
 
What Happened To Our Workforce (Chris Belmont, SHRM-SCP, aPHR | Managing Member | Belmont Consulting, LLC)  
 

Several factors forced an accelerated evolution in the way our workforce thinks, the things they value, and the reasons 
they seek and stay with their jobs. Attracting and retaining top talent is more challenging in 2022 than any time in modern 
labor relations. We will discuss how and why these challenges have evolved and explore strategies to overcome some of 
these new obstacles. Chris Belmont will share some best practices and creative ideas for hiring and engagement.  
 

It’s Time to Look Again: The Talent You’re Overlooking (Launi DeYoung | Owner | OrgWorks, LLC) 

  

In this session we take a look at the untapped labor pool you can't afford to overlook any longer. The pandemic changed 
our view of the conventional workplace; where we work and how we work. Let’s continue to ride the unconventional wave 
and consider alternative approaches to who can do the work. With the great resignation in full swing, it’s time to open our 
minds and jobs to part timers, military spouses, those without a degree, and the formerly incarcerated. 
 

4:00 pm-5:00 pm    Breakout Sessions 
 

Rough Waters Ahead:  Navigating Employee Mental Health Issues (Quentin Smith | Attorney, Stelzner, Winter, 
Warburton | Flores & Dawes, P.A.) 
 

Even before the COVID-19 pandemic wreaked havoc on the workplace, there was a substantial increase in employee 
mental health issues. Requests for accommodation under the ADA for depression now far outpace requests for 
accommodation for knee and back impairments. An increasing number of employees are seeking leave under the FMLA 
to address their own or a family member’s serious mental health condition. Nevertheless, these requests continue to 
perplex even the most experienced HR professionals. This session will focus on best practices for accommodating 
employee mental health issues; how to address performance issues, misconduct, and threats; and common issues such as 
substance abuse and service animals. 
 
Building Trust (Keri Stewart, CPBC | President, Results 4 Business) 
 

The relevance of this presentation to human resource professionals and the conference theme Elevate + Innovate is we 
buy from people we trust.  Whether we are exchanging monies, or time, people don’t like to be sold.  Trust is at the 
foundation of relationships and this session will share immediately applicable visual tools, and tips to navigate around the 
filters blocking healthy conversations within organizations and within teams.    
 
The Hiring Tree: Breaking Bad Habits & Hiring More Than Ever (Steven J. Smith | Hiring Expert | ApplicantPro) 
 

Have you experienced a dip in applicant flow in 2021? While many employers are blaming COVID, unemployment rates, 
and other external factors, there are actually some key things you can do that will immediately impact your applicant flow 
and increase your quality of candidates. While some of it may require additional funds, there are also many things that 
can be done that will require no money at all, only time.  You’ll gain a sound understanding of what each branch of the tree 



 
 
represents and how to effectively take care of the trunk to supply nutrients to its branches is the key to producing more 
applicant flow, better quality applicants, and providing balance to your hiring process. The core branches include Job 
Boards; Search Engines and Aggregators; Employee Referral Programs; High Schools/Colleges/Universities; social media 
and more. 
 

Enhancing The Employee Experience Through DEI (Erika Sandoval | Partner, Strategic Advisory Group | UKG) 
 

HR leaders are faced with new realities as the world of work and employee priorities continue to evolve. These new 
realities have elevated the importance of the human experience in the workplace and the role HR plays in preparing the 
organization and their people for the future.   
 

Join us as we discuss how HR leaders are facing the employee-employer relationship, and ways in which employers can 
foster DEI at different parts of the employee’s lifecycle that drives a sense of belonging and better business performance. 

 
5:15 pm – 7:00 pm    Special Networking Event Sponsored by Aon (Did we say, PUPPIES?) 
 
Don’t forget to visit the Participate Conference Platform where you can learn more about the products and services of 
our sponsors, NM Affiliate Chapters, and the SHRM Foundation, leave messages for our sponsors and speakers, find 
books written by our speakers and more! Our breakout session presentations will be available there for to watch On 
Demand within a few weeks of this event. You’ll be able to earn even more SHRM PDCs and HRCI credit hours. 

 
April 12, 2021  
 

8:00 am-8:15 am   Welcome 
SHRM NM State Council Director James Stevens, SHRM-CP and State Council Director-Elect Brandon Writtenberry 
welcome you back to the conference! 

 
8:15 am-9:15 am     Keynote Presentation 
 

Renewed Commitments to Our Shared Humanity in Employee and Employer Relationships (Derek Lundsten | 
CEO | LifeGuides) 
 

Employee performance remained high during the pandemic, but prolonged uncertainty, constant change, and new 
challenges have created long-term and hard-to-reverse effects on workforce health — specifically, the well-being of 
employees, the state of trust between organizations, individuals, teams, and leadership, and the work environment (e.g., 
feelings of belonging and hybrid work designs). Our renewed commitment to our shared humanity in these relationships, 
create the possibilities for new dynamics and agreements to form. Derek Lundsten will facilitate a conversation exploring 
these possibilities and solutions. 
 

9:15 am-9:45 am    Sponsor Visits, Silent Auction Item Pick-Up & Headshots 
 
9:45 am-10:45 am    Breakout Sessions 
 

What’s New?! (Theresa W. Parrish | Director | Rodey Law) 
 

Ms. Parrish will focus on new developments in federal, state, and local laws that will  impact or are impacting large and 
small employers.  The session will focus on compliance and best practices for developing and implementing policies and 
procedures addressing these new developments.  Emphasis will be placed on the practical challenges that HR and Talent 
professionals will face and the practical solutions that will be available. 
 

Mental Health: Your Mission As An HR Leader (Michael Towers | Mental Health Speaker & CEO | Speaking of Your 
Success)  
 

2020 and 2021 were landmark years for mounting Mental Health concerns. The workplace was hit especially hard as 
many professionals began struggling with their own Mental Health issues related to the changing world. In this session, 
we will review strategies for leaders to understand their mental health needs as well as those of their employees and 
identify ways to cope and thrive. The C.A.R.E.S. is an innovative approach to improve workplace and employee wellness. 
This program will educate the participants on strategies to improve mental health conditions at work, which will elevate 
(lift-up) employees and the organization. 
 



 
 
Influence Elevation: Leverage Your Impact (Heidi Hartman | President | Heidi Hartman Consulting) 
 

This interactive session will identify where we stand in our own way of connecting with and advising as a leader. Utilizing 
7 key practices can enhance our ability to influence our leaders and navigate on a larger scale within the organization. 
Participants will leave with an outline of a plan to enhance their influence to then implement within their organization. 
 

Employment Issues in Indian Country – A Primer (Paul Frye | Shareholder |Frye & Kelly, P.C.) 
 

This session provides an overview of employment issues in Indian Country including: 
• The general principles of Native and tribal recognition, governance, and control. 
• Implications for employers in Indian Country focusing on the differences from other governments and employers. 
• Specific applications including tribal laws, NLRB, EEOC, and OSHA power in Indian country, garnishments, and a 

review of special rules related to U.S. employment laws. 
 
Aligning Benefits With Recruiting, Retention, & DEI Strategies (Don Heilman | Senior Vice President | Gallagher and  
Saralyn Crock | Area Vice President | Gallagher) 
 

In these dynamic times, many organizations are revisiting their benefits and total rewards environments, as they look to 
enhance recruiting, retention, and employee engagement.  This session will draw upon insights from Gallagher’s annual 
National Benefits Strategy & Benchmarking Survey findings and evolving trends to provide valuable insight into prevailing 
benefits practices.  Strategies relative to both cost management and employee engagement will be explored, building upon 
an overall framework of employee wellbeing. 
 

11:00 am – 12:00 pm   Breakout Sessions 
 

Healthy Workplaces Act (Danny Jarrett |  Office Managing Principal and Litigation Manager | Jackson Lewis, P.C.) 
 
A growing number of states have passed paid sick leave laws in response to COVID-19 and the gap left by the Families 
First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA). New Mexico has not been an exception with its passage of the Healthy 
Workplaces Act set to take effect on July 1, 2022. This presentation will provide extensive coverage of the new law, with 
an emphasis on steps employers should take regarding compliance and awareness. 
 

Making Employee Health & Wellness A Priority, Fun, and Engaging (Gavin Gillette | Senior Vice President, 
Administration |First Financial Credit Union) 
 

The importance of offering good and beneficial health & wellness plans is becoming increasingly more important in the 
workplace.  Offering good benefits can be seen as a competitive advantage over other employers, it can contribute to a 
positive and vibrant culture, and some companies believe it’s simply the “right thing to do.”  And, due to the on-going 
COVID pandemic, today’s job market is hyper-competitive, thus attracting and retaining talent is a concern for most HR 
professionals.  
 

This session will discuss some basic health & wellness programs, provide some performance-related for those companies 
who offer health & wellness benefits, and highlight simple, minimal-to-no-cost benefits employers can offer as well as the 
more commonly provided health & wellness company paid benefits. Gavin will also share highlights from his company’s 
“Target Your Health” initiative. 
 
Crafting Culture: Elevating & Innovating Leaders of Great Organizations (Kevin Dawson, SHRM-SCP | Consultant | 
Frost Bank) 
 

In order to effectively manage a 21st Century workforce, we must see each employee as an individual, and empower our 
managers to coach them on both personal and organizational objectives. For it is the team leader and the culture they 
create that is more important to an employee over that of the organizational culture of the company. Leading an 
organization is as much about soul as it about systems. Effective leadership finds its source in understanding. 
 
Talent Development – Today & Tomorrow  (Sharr Yazzie, MBA, SHRM-CP | Chief Human Resources Officer | Tuba City 
Regional Health Care Corporation) 
An interactive session to discuss the state of training and development today and where it is going tomorrow in order to 
gain and retain top talent.  Topics will focus on innovation, intentional management, reskilling and future skilling, 
developing the developers and other timely L&D areas for HR leadership.   
 

Conducting Interviews for Inquiries & Investigations (Max Dubroff | Consultant | Einfluss) 
 



 
 
You need to find the truth in any situation, particularly when you are getting different stories from different people. Your 
critical thinking will prevent you from missing key information or being misguided by detractors. This dynamic, 
interactive presentation digs deep into the details of the Understanding phase of our investigations model through an 
engaging case study of alleged harassment.  The unique expertise and perspectives from this session will help you foresee 
and prevent common problems in the investigative process. And…coming up after lunch? Max is back with even more 
advice for those conducting investigations. 
 

12:00 am – 1:15 pm   Lunch & HR Professional of the Year Award 
 

1:15 pm – 2:15 pm   Breakout Sessions 
 

What HR Needs To Know About Workers’ Compensation (Jeremiah Ritchie  | Vice President and General Counsel | 
New Mexico Mutual)  
 

On-the-job injuries are rare for most employers, so navigating worker’s compensation claims when they arise can be a 
challenge. The proper training and safety programs can reduce the likelihood of an accident, and the proper response to 
an accident can significantly reduce an Employer’s liability. Material will cover key considerations at every stage from 
onboarding to reporting and return-to-work. 

 
Adding To Your Toolbox: Supporting Those Who Grieve In The Workplace (Jade Richardson Bock, CGE  | Executive 
Director | Children’s Grief Center + Grief Resource Center)  
 

Grief, the feelings we feel when we lose someone or something important to us, is an inevitable human experience. 
Unfortunately, for most professionals, bereavement in the office is not adequately supported, and the costs add up.   How 
does your workplace respond when a colleague experiences a death? Or when a colleague dies? Learn what to say and 
what not to say to someone who is grieving, and elements to consider when responding to a death in the workplace.    
 
Intuitive Leadership Teams: A Formula To Unlock The Magic In Your Group (Karin Lubin | Director, Trainer, and 
Transformational Coach | Quantum Leap Coaching & Consulting) 
 

The culture of groups has been changing for some time now. Are your team members or clients equipped to handle ways 
to stay connected and engaged while everything changes around you? How resilient are your team members and what 
sustains them? Having a genuine place to share creativity in a respectful and empowered way goes a long way in building 
trust, hope, and connection. Learning five keys to build the unique magic of your team will enhance and allow for new 
endeavors and approaches to handling exciting and difficult situations. As an evolving Intuitive Leader based on the 
foundation of servant leadership, you will learn techniques to shift your team culture into one of enthusiasm and hope. 
Gain wisdom in unlocking the power of love and respect in any group that you are in.  
 
Equity-Centric Recruiting & Retention (Niki Ramirez, MBA, SHRM-CP, PHR, THRP | Founder & Principal Consultant | 
HR Answers LLC) 
 

Diversity, EQUITY, and Inclusion have been “hot topics” in HR for years.  In this session, we’ll dive deep into EQUITY and 
what it takes to keep it at the center of an organization’s recruiting and retention efforts. We’ll address a variety of current 
challenges in the employment landscape and explore ideas that any employer can use to attract and retain an engaged, 
diverse workforce. 
 

Lies? Deception?  What Should An Investigator Do When Told Something Known To Be Untrue? 
(Max Dubroff | Consultant | Einfluss) 
 

Max Dubroff is back with more advice! You need to find the truth. In an investigation or inquiry, you may be told something 
that defies facts you have already learned. This interactive presentation uses group polling to engage you in the path of 
assessing your objectivity and critical thinking to equip you to re-assess known facts, understand conflicting information, 
make decisions and complete the steps needed to move forward without causing new risk for the organization. 
 

The unique expertise and perspectives from this session will help you foresee and prevent common problems in the 
investigative process. 

 
2:15 pm-2:45 pm   Sponsor Visits & Prizes and Headshots 
 



 
 
2:45 pm – 3:45 pm   Breakout Sessions 
 
 

Employee Benefits Compliance Updates (Cory Jorbin | Chief Compliance Officer | West Region Employee Benefits) 
 

The employee benefits compliance landscape is constantly changing, making it ever more important for employers to 
understand their compliance obligations. This session will cover the coming transparency requirements  and No Surprises 
Act and how they may affect your plan, as well as the latest health plan requirements related to COVID-19. 
 
The Totally Resilient Person (Linda Strauss, SHRM-SCP, SPHR | HR Consultant & Trainer | Strauss HR Consulting) 
 

Resilience is about bouncing back in a way that we don’t just get back to where we were: we are better off for 
the experience. Participants will explore and learn to elevate themselves and others in their organizations in the 
face of change and adversity. Experience this new TRP® offering. In this interactive workshop, participants will 
learn greater skill at handling setbacks and how to face challenges with a growth mindset, a method for adopting a 
solution-focused perspective, and how to leverage support and support others to see the possibilities that come with 
change. 
 
Being Resilient in A Changing World Through Brain Coaching (Mia Logan | Organizational Development Consultant | 
Logan and Associates)  
 

We are living in a time where we must be resilient and learn how to cope with change. The last two years we have been in 
unknown territory, and the old ways of working have changed drastically, whether we like it or not. We are having to 
stretch and innovate more than ever before, with little time to adjust our brains or even, “wrap our heads around it”. Do 
you want to elevate yourself, be resilient and ready for what’s next in our organizations? Let’s jump in with some brain 
coaching so we can provide HR support during these changing times. 

 
Self-Funding Benefit Plans: “The What, the How and the Why!” (Michael Cook | Managing Director | Highland Advisory 
Group, LLC  and Lorie Patton | Account Manager | Summit Administration Services, Inc.) 
 

This session will help you understand the basics of self-funded employee benefit plans. It will also cover the impacts of 
Tribal Sovereignty, as well as touch on current legislation that is affecting benefit plans. 
 
Employees as the Driver: Expectations of Employers and How They Work (Shari Simpson, SHRM-SCP, MBA, MHRM| 
HR Program Manager | Paylocity and  Calvin Sun | Senior Director Comp Benefits & Talent Analytics, | Paylocity)  
 

The modern workforce is rapidly changing, and different than anything we’ve ever seen. In order to keep our companies 
thriving, HR must seek to understand the wants of modern workers and focus on being proactive with meeting 
expectations and maintaining a culture where everyone can thrive. Calvin Sun and Shari Simpson will share lessons 
Paylocity has learned trying to rapidly grow a diverse workforce while navigating the pandemic. 
 

4:00 pm-5:00 pm   Keynote Presentation 
 

Built On Values (Ann Rhoades | President | People Ink) 
 

Most leaders know that a winning, engaged culture is the key to attracting top talent and customers. Yet, it remains elusive 
how exactly to create this ideal workplace – one where everyone from the front lines to the boardroom knows the 
company’s values and feels comfortable and empowered to act on them. Ann describes a proven system for creating values 
and socially responsible cultures.  
 

Based on Ann’s years of experience with JetBlue, Southwest Airlines and other companies known for their trailblazing 
corporate cultures, Ann reveals how leaders can create winning environments and provides a clear blueprint of how to 
accomplish culture change 

 
5:00   Final Raffle Winner Revealed! 
 
Special thanks to our sponsors, speakers, and attendees for your support of this event. 
 
Join us next year for the 2023 SHRM NM State Conference! Watch our social media pages, website, 
and e-blasts for news of this event, including opportunities for speakers and sponsors! 


